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Air fighter game for pc

The best airplane games is a pretty broad topic, so if you're looking for a list of the best flying games you might struggle to pick any single game out. Flight games that encompass everything from complex flight simulators and meticulously detailed military facsimiles to arcade games of fighter jets and wingsuit relaxation sims. To help you
organize your thoughts and choose something that suits your tastes, we've assembled a short list of some of the best airplane games on your PC, with a representative from all the different niches. So if you want to gracefully rise through the air for hours on end, settle for a comfortable evening piloting a jumbo jet from LA to Las Vegas, or
you want a grizzly WW2 dogfight, there's something for everyone. As with many genres, there would be flight simulators - we look at you submarine games - a lot of classics can be difficult to get hold of and run on modern PCs, so we tried to keep most of our modern inputs for ease of access. Here are the best airplane games: War
Thunder Thunder now boasts tanks and naval battles, but started as one of the best free flying games around, and its flight physics, the large range of authentic aircraft, and realistic ballistic modeling are proof. In the seven years since the launch of War Thunder, developer Gaijin has continued to rework, update and expand its list of
aircraft, so that it now includes aircraft from eight different nations and six classes. You'll need to use real dogfight tactics and maneuvers to survive these multiplayer clashes, so you master Split S to get the drop on any novices. In fact, War Thunder is so good at vehicular warfare that it also made our list of the best tank games on your
PC. Play War Thunder Free Microsoft Flight Simulator 2020 Microsoft long, long, long anticipated flight simulator follow-up landed earlier this year and continued to receive some outstanding comments. Our very own Microsoft Flight Simulator review finds that despite the rough loading times and abundant accidents present in the build
review, none of it has dulled the splendor of the game or chipped away at inderation of the things we have planned, done, and seen in-between. Seeing that last game stuck around for more than a decade, we'll take our time before we conclude whether or not Microsoft's latest effort deserves to take its place on this list – for now, we'll
keep them both in good measure. Microsoft Flight Simulator X Combat is not for everyone, and when it comes to non-battle flight sims there is undoubtedly no more complete package than Microsoft Flight X Simulator, which has been running for more than Decade. This age means it's not exactly one of the best looking airplane games on
this list, but the level of detail and realism is more than enough to sell you on fantasy. More Like This: Here are the best simulation games Microsoft Flight Simulator X allows you to choose from a number of roles, aircraft, and offers over 2,400 different airports for you to fly fly so there is an incredible amount to do before you need to
consider Addons FSX or mods. IL-2 Sturmovik: Battle of Stalingrad If you are a fan of WW2 games, then IL-2 Sturmovik is the cornerstone for airplane games set in the era. While playing as a solid flight sim, IL-2 Sturmovik is also refreshingly accessible for beginners and the latest iteration does an extraordinary job of attracting you with
its realistic graphics and damage modeling. Small details would be streaming water over the canopy when flying through clouds or enemy AI flying towards the sun to make you lose track of them go a long way to make you feel like you're really in the cockpit of a WW2 fighter. It also boasts a dedicated multiplayer community of
dogfighters, so you won't struggle to find a match. Weapon 3 While most airplane combat games focus on dogfighting, in Weapon 3 you can jump into the cockpit of a fighter jet and help on the battlefield by strafing heavy tanks and performing airstrikes. Flight physics and the depth of mechanics do not compare to some of the hardcore
flying games on this list, but there is still a lot of scope for craftsmanship. Related: The best war games on PC Air-to-Air combat is mostly about managing your position and using a variety of missiles to take down targets from the sea above the battlefield. There is also a significant role for air-to-ground aircraft with modern technology, such
as laser-guided missiles and anti-armored cannons that make good essential pilots on the battlefield. There are even a lot of helicopters you should look for planes. Ace Combat 7: Skies Unknown While it certainly looks authentic, the gameplay and story of Ace Combat 7: Unknown Skies is nothing but. The story is confusing unless you've
stuck with the series from its inception, so it's handy that Ace Combat 7's best assets are its slick visuals and breakneck dogfights. Related: The best anime games on PC Bandai Namco has done everything in its power to make campaign missions as dramatic and overworked as possible, leading to canyon dogfights, daring raids under
the cover of lightning storms, and the odd flyby between buildings that collapse. If you are looking for some airplane arcade games and are willing to fully submit yourself to some stupidity, then you can't go too far wrong with Ace Combat 7: Unknown Skies. The X-Plane 11 X-Plane 11 is a more modern FSX technology with much
improved graphics, cockpit models and a menu system that won't let you slam your head on your desk before the first takeoff. Read more: The best games management on PC Actually there is a lot more to enjoy X-Plane 11 before the flight actually - just sitting in the airport and watching cavalfalls of catering trucks, tugs, refueling tanks,
and moving freight carts about is endlessly captivating. But it's in the air where the X-Plane 11 is at its most convincing, especially in light aircraft where you can really feel every cuckoo, quirk of the flight characteristics of the plane. Superflight While there are no planes in We add it to the list for one reason: flying in it feels phenomenal.
Superflight is one of the most relaxing games around, which is impressive because it comes to flying down a dangerously deadly mountain in a wingsuit and racking up as many points as possible on the way to flying close to rock formations and through tight tunnels. Each level is generated procedurally ensuring that there is a constant
sense of discovery, and if you find a seed you particularly like you can save and challenge friends to beat the score. Rogue Sky A few airplane games abandon realism with abandonment as much reckless as Sky Rogue, a neon-lit arcade game of fighter jet that is deceptively simple at first, but hides some serious depth. Before each
mission generated procedurally you choose your jet, customize the weapon system, and slap on a booklet that pulls out to the inside Tom Cruise, then it's a case of barreling around the level and blowing everything to come kingdom. More like this: The best space games on your PC with 12 jets and over 30 weapons to choose from, will
be quite some time before you get bored of shredding enemy ass, cuisat, and tanks. The Bomber Crew Bomber Crew puts you in charge of selecting and managing the crew for a WW2 bomber, going on bombings, raids, and getting back to England with as few casualties as possible. During each mission you will have to manage the
positions of each crew member, fight with enemy fighter jets, and diligently make sure you are flying in the right direction and height – too high and the crew will freeze to death, too low and you will be shot in the sky. While The Bomber Crew looks easy and friendly, the smallest mistakes in this strategy plane game will very quickly lead to
crew death. Star Wars: Star Wars Squadrons: Squadrons is an arcade-style flying game with intense dogfighting at the base, epic space battles, and backup charm. With grace taking down your enemies and managing power distribution feels fantastic, and while it's easy to get into, the Squadrons offer a relatively high skill ceiling. Want to
get back to the ground?: Check out the best short but sweet racing games from start to finish, but it's the multiplayer action that will keep you playing for the coming months. It's just a shame that EA's post-release plans don't currently extend beyond simple cosmetics. However, it is still one of the best Star Wars games in years and a damn
fine flying game to boot. Here you go. Our list of some of the best airplane games and flying games on your PC. Hopefully, we've helped narrow things down for you a little bit, so you can install the right flying game for yourself without encountering any turbulence. Additional Entries by Cameron Sign in to add this item to your wish list,
follow it, or mark it as not interested This game is not yet available on Steam Check yourself as a pilot of an airplane. Play the fight with air in the house and garden rooms. Fighting with uboot in the tub and with the battleship Sink. Bomb the tank column and the enemy base using batteries. Shoot the soldiers hiding behind the pot. Play
aerial battles against enemy fighters avoiding their missiles. Choose your car and customize its equipment (machine gun, machine guns, dropped bombs, special weapons). Destroy your surroundings in search of upgrades and mission goals. Minimum:OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows
10Memory: 4 GB RAMGraphics: GTX 660Storage: 8 GB available No comments for this product Page 2 EBOLA 2 Zombies, Horror, Survival Horror, Story Rich NERTS! Solitaire online, casual, multiplayer, pvp kill indie, Psychological Horror, Story Rich, Pixel Graphics Ratropolis Strategy, Card Battler, Deckbuilding, Indie Founders'
Fortune Colony Sim, Simulation, Strategy, Base Building Fireworks Mania - An Explosive Action Simulator, Casual, Simulation, Indie Speltbreak Magic, Fantasy, Battle Royale, PvP Fights in Narrow Spaces (Prolog) Deckbuilding, Strategy, Beat 'em up, Turn-Based Tactics TheDawn Action, Third-Shooter, Time Manipulation, Anime THE
GAME OF LIFE 2 Casual , Multiplayer, Family Friendly, Party Game Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk, Open World, RPG, Futuristic Monster Sanctuary RPG, Adventure, Indie, DRAGON QUEST® XI S Strategy: Echoes of an Elusive Era™ - Definitive Edition JRPG, RPG, Party-Based RPG, Turn-Based Combat Leaf Blower Revolution - Idle
Game Casual, Clicker, Idler, 2D Counter-Strike: Global Offensive - Operation Broken Fang Action, Free to Play, FPS, Multiplayer Creeper World 4 Strategy, , RTS, Casual Red Dead Online Action, Adventure, Multiplayer, Open World Rubber Bandits: Christmas Prologue Party Game, Heist, Comedy, Physics The Life and Suffering of Sir
Brante — Chapter 1&amp;2 Choose Your Own Adventure, Interactive Fiction, Diplomacy, Visual Novel *NEW* SCUFFED EPIC BHOP SIMULATOR 2023 (POG CHAMP) Casual Action, Simulation, Platformer Football Manager 2021 Sports, Simulation, Management, Single Slashplayer's Keep Action Rogue , RPG, Action, Indie Mars
Horizon Management, Education, Space, Strategy Firefighting Simulator - The Squad Simulation, Multiplayer, Action, Singleplayer Our Life: Beginnings &amp; Always Romance, Visual Novel, Character Customization, LGBTQ+ FUSER™ Casual, Music, Rhythm, Character Customization FUSER™ Casual, Music, Rhythm, Character
Customization PAW Patrol Mighty Pups Save Adventure Bay Adventure, Family Friendly, Character Action Game, Exploration Need for Speed™ Hot Pursuit Remaster Combat Racing , Racing, Driving, Open World Apex Legends™ Free to Play, Battle Royale, First-Person, Shooter Counter-Strike: Global Offensive - Operation Broken
Fang Action, Free to Play, FPS, Multiplayer Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk, Open World, RPG, Futurist Shelf Survival, Open World Survival Craft, Multiplayer, Co-op Monster Train Card Battler, Turn-Based Tactics, Roguelite, PvP Rust Survival, Crafting, Multiplayer, Open World VR-supported VR Co-Op, Multiplayer, Psihologic Horror
Trailmakers Clădire, Fizica, Distrugere, Simulare Forturi De bază Clădire, Fizica, Constructii, Distrugere satisfăcătoare De bază de constructii, Automatizare, Crafting, Open World Among Us Multiplayer, Online Co-Op, Space, Social Deduction Forest VR sprijinit Open World Survival Craft, Supraviețuire, Open World, Horror Sea of Thieves
Adventure, Acțiune, Multiplayer, Piratii Stardew Valley Agricultura Sim, Life Sim, RPG, Pixel Grafica Medieval Dynasty Surviu , Clădire, RPG, Medieval Pummel Party Multiplayer, Funny, Online Co-Op, 4 Player Local Microsoft Flight Simulator VR sprijinit simulare, zbor, Open World, Realist Pavlov VR VR Numai early access, VR, acțiune,
shooter Grand theft Auto V Open World, acțiune, multiplayer, Automobile Sim STAR WARS™: Republica Veche™ - Cartel Monede masiv multiplayer, MMORPG STAR WARS™: Republica Veche™ - Cartel Monede Masiv Multiplayer, MMORPG STAR WARS™ : The Old Republic™ - Cartel Monede masiv multiplayer, MMORPG STAR
WARS™: The Old Republic™ - Cartel Monede masiv multiplayer, MMORPG STAR WARS™: The Old Republic™ - Cartel Monede Masiv Multiplayer, MMORPG Bloons TD 6 Strategie, Tower Defense, Singleplayer, Multiplayer Age of Empires II: Definitive Edition Strategie, RTS, City Builder, Multiplayer Red Dead Redemption 2
Adventure, Open World, Acțiune, Western Hydroneer Simulare, Minerit, Indie, Construirea Baldur's Gate 3 Early Access , RPG, Dungeons &amp; Dragons, Choices Matter Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout Multiplayer, Funny, Battle Royale, Online Co-Op Kingdoms Reborn City Builder, Colony Sim, Base Building, Management Vezi mai
multe: Top Sellers sau Global Top Sellers Heroes of the Three Kingdoms 8 Strategy, RPG, Simulation, Action Yaga RPG, Action, Hack and Slash, Funny Skellboy Refractued Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG Viking Vengeance Action, RPG , Indie, Hack and Slash YUME Strategy , Puzzle, Explorare, Acțiune RPG Antic Abyss Early Access,
Hack and Slash, Roguelike, Acțiune RPG Seek Girl VIII. Mature, Sexual Content, NSFW, Indie Gunslingers &amp; Zombies Early Access, Strategy, Turn-Based Strategy, Action EVERSPACE™ 2 Space, Looter Shooter, Flight, Space Sim Erzurum Post-apocaliptic, Survival, Open World, Crafting Dyson Sphere Program Space,
Automation, Simulare, Open World's Heart Character Joc de acțiune, RPG, Grafică , Acțiune-Aventura Orange Cast: Sci-Fi Space Joc de acțiune third-person Shooter, Space, Acțiune, Sci-fi ENDER CRINI: Quietus of the Knights Metroidvania , Souls-like, Dark Fantasy, Female Protagonist Home Behind 2 Strategie, RPG, Simulare,
Adventure Love Fantasy Match 3, Visual Novel, 2D, Cute Redout: Space Assault Simulare, Indie, Acțiune, Space Mad Games Tycoon 2 Early Access, Economie, Management, Game Development Bloom: Memories JRPG, RPG, Story Rich , Hack și Slash Atelier Ryza 2: Lost Legends &amp; the Secret Fairy JRPG, RPG, Protagonist
feminin, Fantezie Snowtopia : Ski Resort Tycoon Simulare, Clădire, Management, Sandbox ENCODYA Adventure, Story Rich Substance Painter 2021 Design &amp; Illustration, Animation &amp; Modeling, Game Development Substance Designer 2021 Design &amp; Illustration, Animation &amp; Modeling, Game Development
Stronghold: Warlords City Builder, Colony Sim, Real Time Tactics, Base Building ⿁ë0 Early Access, Adventure, RPG, Exploration Killer: Infected One of Us Multiplayer, Space, Social Deduction, 3D TOGETHER BnB Early Access, Simulation, Dating Sim, Adventure Contraband Police Simulation , Automobile Sim, Indie , Acțiune
Disjuncție RPG, Indie, Acțiune, Cyberpunk Vezi mai multe: Versiuni viitoare Rust Survival, Crafting, Multiplayer, Open World Pavlov VR Numai Early Access, VR, Acțiune, Shooter DOR Alege-ti propria aventura, Walking Simulator, Point &amp; Click, Idler Witch It Multiplayer, Funny, Casual, Indie Due Process Early Access, FPS, PvP,
Competitive Cooking Simulator Simulare, Realist, Cooking, Singleplayer VEGAS Pro 14 Edit Steam Edition Video Production , Software, Hentai, Illuminati Rust - Instrumente Pack Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Acțiune, Aventura Monster Prom 2: Monster Camp Indie, Dating Sim, Multiplayer, Comedie Rust - Sunburn Pack De acțiune, RPG,
Massively Multiplayer, Indie Youtubers Life Management, Singleplayer, Caracter Personalizare, Comedy Slasher's Keep Action Roguelike, RPG, Acțiune, Indie Partizani 1941 Strategie, Al Doilea Război Mondial, Real Time Tactics, Stealth Survival Island, Open World Craft, Adventure , Simulare Trine 4: Nightmare Prince Puzzle
Platformer, Acțiune-Aventură, Frumos, Online Co-Op Nișă - un joc de supraviețuire genetică Open World, Singleplayer, Strategie, Dumnezeu Joc Roboquest Indie, Acțiune, Roguelite, Co-op Tom Clancy's Divizia™ Open World, Multiplayer, Third-Person Shooter, Looter Shooter SONG OF HORROR COMPLETE EDITION Survival Horror,
Adventure, Third Person, Horror Monster Prom Dating Sim, Comedie, Multiplayer, Indie Enter the Gungeon Bullet Hell , Acțiune Roguelike, Roguelike, Pixel Graphics Cooking Simulator - Pizza Simulare, Casual, Singleplayer, Crafting Medieval Kingdom Wars Strategie, City Builder, RTS, Grand Strategy Ken Follett's The Pillars of the
Earth Adventure, Indie, Point &amp; Click, Choices Matter Road Redemption Racing, Action, Motorcycle, Indie CryoFall Early Access, Base Building, Colony Sim, Open World Survival Craft Red Matter VR Only VR, Adventure, Puzzle, Sci-fi Monster : Al doilea termen de simulare, Indie, Dating Sim, LGBTQ+ Trine 3: The Artifacts of Power
Puzzle Platformer, 3D Platformer, Adventure, Co-op The Suicide of Rachel Foster Adventure, Indie, Casual, Walking Simulator Trine Enchanted Edition Puzzle Platformer, Beautiful, Fantasy, Physics Esports Life Tycoon Strategy, Simulation, Management, MOBA Miami Great Soundtrack, Action, Violent, Indie Daedalic - Gigantic Bundle
Adventure, Indie, Point &amp; Click, Singleplayer Trine 2 : Complete Story Puzzle Platformer, Platformer, Adventure, Action Nimbatus - Space Drone Constructor Space Sim, Building, Physics, Sandbox Pergaments Action Action Twin Stick Shooter, Izometric, Magic Lucy Got Probleme de conținut sexual, Nuditate, Hentai, Visual Novel
Rise to Ruins Tower Defense, Colony Sim, City Builder, Strategia iron danger indie, Aventura, Time Manipulation, RPG Pagina 3 EBOLA 2 Zombies, Horror, Survival Horror, Story Rich NERTS! Solitaire online, casual, multiplayer, pvp omori indie, Horror psihologic, Story Rich, Pixel Graphics Ratropolis Strategie, Card Battler,
Deckbuilding, Indie Founders' Fortune Colony Sim, Simulare, Strategie, Base Building Fireworks Mania - O acțiune exploziv simulator, Casual, Simulare, Indie Spellbreak Magic, Fantasy, Battle Royale, PvP Lupte în spații înguste (Prolog) Deckbuilding, Strategie, Beat 'em up, Turn-Based Tactics TheDawn Action, Third-Person Shooter,
Time Manipulation, Anime THE GAME OF LIFE 2 Casual , Multiplayer, Familie Friendly, Partidul Joc Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk, Open World, RPG, Futurist Monster Sanctuary RPG, Adventure, Indie, Strategia DRAGON QUEST® XI S: Ecouri ale unei epoci evazive™ - Definitive Edition JRPG, RPG, Party-Based RPG, Turn-Based
Combat Leaf Blower Revolution - Idle Game Casual, Clicker, Idler, 2D Counter-Strike: Global Offensive - Operațiunea Broken Fang Action, Free to Play, FPS, Multiplayer Creeper World 4 Strategie, Indie , RTS, Casual Red Dead Online Action, Adventure, Multiplayer, Open World Rubber Bandits: Christmas Prologue Party Game, Heist,
Comedy, Physics The Life and Suffering of Sir Brante — Chapter 1&amp;2 Choose Your Own Adventure, Interactive Fiction, Diplomacy, Visual Novel *NEW* SCUFFED EPIC BHOP SIMULATOR 2023 (POG CHAMP) Casual, Action, Simulation, Platformer Football Manager 2021 Sports, Simulation, Management, Single Slashplayer's
Keep Action Rogue , RPG, Acțiune, Indie PowerBeatsVR - VR Fitness VR Numai Sport, Indie, Action, Casual Mars Horizon Management, Education, Space, Strategy Firefighting Simulator - The Squad Simulation, Multiplayer, Action, Singleplayer Our Life: Beginnings &amp; Always Romance, Visual Novel, Character Customization,
LGBTQ+ FUSER™ Casual, Music, Rhythm, Character Customization FUSER™ Casual, Music, Rhythm, Character Customization Need for Speed™ Hot Pursuit Remastered Combat Racing, Racing, Driving, Open World Apex Legends™ Free to Play , Battle Royale, First-Person, Shooter Counter-Strike: Global Offensive - Operațiunea
Broken Fang de acțiune, Free to Play, FPS, Multiplayer Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk, Open World, RPG, Futurist Raft Survival, Open World Survival Craft, Multiplayer, Co-op Monster Train Card Battler, Turn-Based Tactics, Roguelite, PvP Rust Survival, Crafting, Multiplayer, Open World Phasmophobia VR Supported Horror, Online Co-
Op, Multiplayer, Psychological Horror Trailmakers Building, Physică, Distrugerea, Simulare Forts Base Building , Fizica, Constructii, Distrugere a clădirii de bază satisfăcătoare, Automatizare, Crafting, Open World Among Us Multiplayer, Online Co-Op, Space, Deducerea socială Pădure VR sprijinit Open World Survival Craft, Supraviețuire,
World, Horror Sea of Thieves Thieves Acțiune, Multiplayer, Pirates Stardew Valley Farming Sim, Life Sim, RPG, Pixel Graphics Medieval Dynasty Survival, Building, RPG, Medieval Pummel Party Multiplayer, Funny, Online Co-Op, 4 Player Local Microsoft Flight Simulator VR Sprijinit simulare, zbor, Open World, Realist Pavlov VR VR
Numai early access, VR, acțiune, Shooter Grand Theft Auto V Open World, Acțiune, Multiplayer, Automobile Sim STAR WARS™: Republica Veche™ - Cartel Masiv Multiplayer , MMORPG STAR WARS™: Republica Veche™ - Cartel Monede masiv multiplayer, MMORPG STAR WARS™: Republica Veche™ - Cartel Monede masiv
multiplayer, MMORPG STAR WARS™: The Old Republic™ - Cartel Monede Masiv Multiplayer, MMORPG STAR WARS™: The Old Republic™ - Cartel Monede Massively Multiplayer, MMORPG Bloons TD 6 Strategie, Tower Defense, Singleplayer, Multiplayer Age of Empires II: Definitive Edition Strategie, RTS, City Builder, Multiplayer
Red Dead Redemption 2 Adventure , Open World, Action, Western Hydroneer Simulation, Mining, Indie, Building Baldur's Gate 3 Early Access, RPG, Dungeons &amp; Dragons, Choices Matter Guys: Ultimate Knockout Multiplayer, Funny, Battle Royale, Online Co-Op Kingdoms Reborn City Builder, Colony Sim, Base Building,
Management Vezi mai multe: Top Sellers sau Global Top Sellers Heroes of the Three Kingdoms 8 Strategy, RPG, Simulation, Action Yaga, Action, Hack and Slash , Funny Skellboy Refractued de acțiune, Aventura, Indie, RPG Viking Vengeance Action, RPG, Indie, Hack and Slash YUME Strategie, Puzzle, Explorare, Acțiune RPG Antic
Abyss Early Access, Hack and Slash, Roguelike, Acțiune RPG Seek Girl VIII. Mature, Sexual Content, NSFW, Indie Gunslingers &amp; Zombies Early Access, Strategie, Turn-Based Strategy, Action EVERSPACE™ 2 Space, Looter Shooter, Flight, Space Sim Erzurum Post-apocaliptic, Survival, Open World, Crafting Dyson Sphere
Program , Automatizare, Simulare, Open World Ocean's Heart Caracter Joc de acțiune, Acțiune RPG, Pixel Graphics, Acțiune-Aventura Orange Cast: Sci-Fi Space Joc de acțiune Third-Person Shooter, Space, Acțiune, Sci-Fi ENDER CRINI: Quietus of the Knights Metroidvania , Souls-like, Dark Fantasy, Female Protagonist Home Behind
2 Strategie, RPG, Simulare, Adventure Love Fantasy Match 3, Visual Novel, 2D, Cute Redout: Space Assault Simulation, Indie, Acțiune, Space Mad Games Tycoon 2 Early Access , Economie, Management, Joc de dezvoltare Bloom: Amintiri JRPG, RPG, Story Rich, Hack and Slash Atelier Ryza 2: Lost Legends &amp; the Secret Fairy
JRPG, RPG, Female Protagonist, Fantasy Snowtopia : Ski Resort Tycoon Simulation, Building, Management, Sandbox ENCODYA Adventure, Cyberpunk, Sci-fi, Story Rich Substance Painter 2021 Design &amp; Illustration, Animation &amp; Modeling, Game Development Substance Designer 2021 Design &amp; Illustration, Animation
&amp; Modeling, Game Development Stronghold: Warlords City Builder , Colony Sim, Real Time Tactics, Base Building ⿁, Acces timpuriu, Aventură, RPG, Explorare Killer: Infectate Unul dintre noi Space, Social Social 3D ÎMPREUNĂ BnB Early Access, Simulare, Dating Sim, Aventura Contrabandă de poliție Simulare, Automobile Sim,
Indie, Acțiune Disjuncție RPG, Indie, Acțiune, Cyberpunk A se vedea mai multe: Versiuni viitoare Rust Survival, Crafting, Multiplayer, Open World Pavlov VR Numai Early Access, VR, Acțiune, Shooter Due Proces Early Access, FPS, PvP, Competitive Cooking Simulator, Realist, Gătit, Singleplayer DOR Alege-ti propria aventura, Walking
Simulator , Point &amp; Click, Idler Witch It Multiplayer, Funny, Casual, Indie Partizans 1941 Strategy, World War II, Real Time Tactics, Stealth Rust - Instruments Pack Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Action, Adventure VEGAS Pro 14 Edit Steam Edition Video Production, Software, Hentai, Illuminati Niche - un joc de supravietuire genetica
Open World, Singleplayer, Strategy, God Game Rust - Sunburn Pack Action, RPG, Massively, Multiplayer Indie Youtubers Life Management , Singleplayer , Personalizare caracter, Comedie Trine 4: Nightmare Prince Puzzle Platformer, Acțiune-Aventură, Frumos, Online Co-Op Slasher's Keep Acțiune Roguelike, RPG, Acțiune, Indie My
Island Survival, Open World Survival Craft, Aventura, Simulare Cooking Simulator - Pizza Simulare, Casual, Singleplayer, Crafting Monster Prom 2: Monster Camp Indie, Dating Sim, Multiplayer, Comedie Introduceți Gungeon Bullet Hell, Acțiune Roguelike, Roguelike, Pixel Graphics Monster Prom Dating , Comedie, Multiplayer , Indie
Tom Clancy's Divizia™ Open World, Multiplayer, Third-Person Shooter, Looter Shooter SONG OF HORROR COMPLETE EDITION Survival Horror, Adventure, Third Person, Horror Ken Follett's The Pillars of the Earth Adventure, Indie, Point &amp; Click, Choices Matter Medieval Kingdom Wars Strategy, City Builder, RTS, Grand
Strategy Roboquest Indie, Action, Roguelite, Co-op Edna &amp; Harvey: The Breakout - Anniversary Edition Adventure, Indie, Point &amp; Click , Comedie Sinuciderea lui Rachel Foster Adventure, Indie, Casual, Walking Simulator Red Matter VR Only VR, Adventure, Puzzle, Sci-fi Nimbatus - Space Drone Constructor Space Sim,
Building, Physics, Sandbox Road Redemption Racing, Action, Motorcycle, Indie Hotline Miami Great Soundtrack, Action, Violent, Indie Lucy Got Problems Sexual Content, Nudity, Hentai, Visual Novel FINAL FANTASY® XI: Ultimate Collection Seekers Edition MassiveLy Multiplayerly, JRPG , MMORPG, Fantasy CryoFall Early Access ,
Base Building, Colony Sim, Open World Survival Craft Monster Prom: Second Term Simulation, Indie, Dating Sim, LGBTQ+ Nine Pergaments Action RPG, Twin Stick Shooter, Isometric, Magic Rise to Ruins Tower Defense, Colony Sim, City Builder, Strategy Esports Life Tycoon Strategy, Simulation, Management, MOBA Trine Enchanted
Edition Puzzle Platformer, Beautiful, Fantasy, Physics Trine 3: The Artifacts of Power Platform Puzzleer , 3D Platformer , Adventure, Co-op Trine 2: Complete Story Puzzle Platformer, Platformer, Adventure, Action Page 4 Puteți solicita o rambursare pentru aproape orice achiziție pe Steam- pentru Reason. Maybe maybe Your PC does
not meet hardware requirements; maybe you bought a game by mistake; Maybe you played the title for an hour and just didn't like it. Matter. Valve shall issue, on request, by help.steampowered.com, a refund for any reason if the application is made during the required return period and, in the case of games, if the title has been played for
less than two hours. There are more details below, but even if you don't fit into the refund rules we described, you can request a refund anyway and we'll take a look. You will be granted a full refund of the purchase within one week of your approval. You will receive a refund in Steam Wallet funds or through the same payment method that
you used to make the purchase. If, for any reason, Steam cannot issue a refund through the original payment method, Your Steam Wallet will be credited with the full amount. (Some payment methods available through Steam in your country may be available. Click here for a full list.) Steam Refund Offer, within two weeks of purchase and
with less than two hours of play, applies to games and software applications in the Steam store. Here's an overview of how refunds work with other types of purchases. Refunds for Downloadable Content (content in the Steam store usable within another game or software application, DLC) purchased from the Steam Store are refundable



within fourteen days of purchase and if the underlying title has been played for less than two hours after the purchase of the DLC, as long as the DLC has not been consumed, modified or transferred. Please note that in some cases Steam will not be able to offer refunds for some third-party DLC (for example, if The DLC levels irreversibly
a game character). These exceptions will be clearly marked as non-refundable on the Store page before purchase. Refunds on in-game Purchases Steam will provide refunds for in-game purchases in any game developed by Valve within forty-eight hours of purchase, as long as the in-game item has not been consumed, modified, or
transferred. Third-party developers will have the option to enable refunds for in-game items in these terms. Steam will tell you at the time of purchase if the game developer has opted to offer refunds for the in-game item you are buying. Otherwise, in-game purchases in non-Valve games are not refundable through Steam. Refunds for pre-
purchased titles When you pre-purchase a title on Steam (and you paid for the title in advance), you can request a refund at any time before the release of that title. The standard repayment period of 14 days/two hours also applies from the game launch date. Steam wallet refunds You can request a refund for the funds Wallet within
fourteen days of purchase if they were purchased on Steam and if you have not used any of these funds. Renewable Subscriptions For some types of content and services, Steam provides regular access (e.g. monthly, annual) that you pay If a revolving subscription was not used during the current billing cycle, you can request a refund
within 48 hours of the original purchase or within 48 hours of any automatic renewal. Content is considered used if any games within the subscription were played during the current billing cycle or if the benefits or discounts included in the subscription were used, consumed, modified, or transferred. Please note that you can cancel an
active subscription at any time by accessing your account details. Once cancelled, your subscription won't renew automatically, but you'll keep access to your subscription content and benefits until the end of your current billing cycle. Steam Hardware In the applicable time frame identified in the Hardware Refund Policy, you can request a
refund for Steam hardware and accessories purchased through Steam for any reason. You must send the hardware back to us within fourteen (14) days of requesting the refund, following the instructions we offer. See the Hardware Refund Policy for detailed instructions on the return and cancellation process for Steam hardware and
accessories. Refunds for packages You may receive a full refund for any package purchased from the Steam Store, as long as none of the items in the package has been transferred and the combined usage time for all items in the package is less than two hours. If a package includes an in-game item or a DLC that is not refundable,
Steam will tell you if the entire package is refundable upon check-out. Purchases made outside Steam Valve cannot offer refunds for purchases made outside Steam (for example, CD keys or Steam wallet cards purchased from third parties). VAC Bans If you have been banned by vac (Valve Anti-Cheat system) on a game, you lose the
right to refund this game. Video Content We cannot offer refunds for Steam video content (e.g. movies, shorts, series, episodes, and tutorials), unless the video is in a package with other refundable content (non-video). Refunds for unredeemed gifts can be refunded within the standard 14-day/two-hour refund period. Redeemed gifts may
be refunded under the same conditions if the recipient of the gift initiates the refund. Funds used to purchase the gift will be returned to the original buyer. Eu Right of Withdrawal For an explanation of how the EU's right of withdrawal for Steam customers works, click here. Abuse refunds are designed to eliminate the risk of buying titles on
Steam, not as a way to get free games. If we find that you are abusing refunds, we may no longer offer them to you. We do not consider it an abuse to claim a refund on title that was purchased just before a sale and then immediately rebuying this title for the selling price. You can request a refund or get other support for Steam purchases
at help.steampowered.com. Last updated November 10, 2020 Page 5 You can request a refund for almost any purchase on Steam - for any Your PC may not meet the hardware requirements; maybe you bought a game by mistake; Maybe you played the title for an hour and just didn't like it. Matter. Valve shall issue, on request, by
help.steampowered.com, a refund for any reason if the application is made during the required return period and, in the case of games, if the title has been played for less than two hours. There are more details below, but even if you don't fit into the refund rules we described, you can request a refund anyway and we'll take a look. You will
be granted a full refund of the purchase within one week of your approval. You will receive a refund in Steam Wallet funds or through the same payment method that you used to make the purchase. If, for any reason, Steam cannot issue a refund through the original payment method, Your Steam Wallet will be credited with the full amount.
(Some payment methods available through Steam in your country may be available. Click here for a full list.) Steam Refund Offer, within two weeks of purchase and with less than two hours of play, applies to games and software applications in the Steam store. Here's an overview of how refunds work with other types of purchases.
Refunds for Downloadable Content (content in the Steam store usable within another game or software application, DLC) purchased from the Steam Store are refundable within fourteen days of purchase and if the underlying title has been played for less than two hours after the purchase of the DLC, as long as the DLC has not been
consumed, modified or transferred. Please note that in some cases Steam will not be able to offer refunds for some third-party DLC (for example, if The DLC levels irreversibly a game character). These exceptions will be clearly marked as non-refundable on the Store page before purchase. Refunds on in-game Purchases Steam will
provide refunds for in-game purchases in any game developed by Valve within forty-eight hours of purchase, as long as the in-game item has not been consumed, modified, or transferred. Third-party developers will have the option to enable refunds for in-game items in these terms. Steam will tell you at the time of purchase if the game
developer has opted to offer refunds for the in-game item you are buying. Otherwise, in-game purchases in non-Valve games are not refundable through Steam. Refunds for pre-purchased titles When you pre-purchase a title on Steam (and you paid for the title in advance), you can request a refund at any time before the release of that
title. The standard repayment period of 14 days/two hours also applies from the game launch date. Steam wallet refunds You can request a refund for Steam Wallet within fourteen days of purchase if they were purchased on Steam and if you have not used any of these funds. Renewable Subscriptions For certain types of content and
services, Steam provides regular access (e.g. monthly, annual) annually) Based on. If a revolving subscription was not used during the current billing cycle, you can request a refund within 48 hours of the original purchase or within 48 hours of any automatic renewal. Content is considered used if any games within the subscription were
played during the current billing cycle or if the benefits or discounts included in the subscription were used, consumed, modified, or transferred. Please note that you can cancel an active subscription at any time by accessing your account details. Once cancelled, your subscription won't renew automatically, but you'll keep access to your
subscription content and benefits until the end of your current billing cycle. Steam Hardware In the applicable time frame identified in the Hardware Refund Policy, you can request a refund for Steam hardware and accessories purchased through Steam for any reason. You must send the hardware back to us within fourteen (14) days of
requesting the refund, following the instructions we offer. See the Hardware Refund Policy for detailed instructions on the return and cancellation process for Steam hardware and accessories. Refunds for packages You may receive a full refund for any package purchased from the Steam Store, as long as none of the items in the package
has been transferred and the combined usage time for all items in the package is less than two hours. If a package includes an in-game item or a DLC that is not refundable, Steam will tell you if the entire package is refundable upon check-out. Purchases made outside Steam Valve cannot offer refunds for purchases made outside Steam
(for example, CD keys or Steam wallet cards purchased from third parties). VAC Bans If you have been banned by vac (Valve Anti-Cheat system) on a game, you lose the right to refund this game. Video Content We cannot offer refunds for Steam video content (e.g. movies, shorts, series, episodes, and tutorials), unless the video is in a
package with other refundable content (non-video). Refunds for unredeemed gifts can be refunded within the standard 14-day/two-hour refund period. Redeemed gifts may be refunded under the same conditions if the recipient of the gift initiates the refund. Funds used to purchase the gift will be returned to the original buyer. Eu Right of
Withdrawal For an explanation of how the EU's right of withdrawal for Steam customers works, click here. Abuse refunds are designed to eliminate the risk of buying titles on Steam, not as a way to get free games. If we find that you are abusing refunds, we may no longer offer them to you. We do not consider it an abuse to request a on a
title that was purchased just before a sale and then immediately rebuying this title for the selling price. You can request a refund or get other support for Steam purchases at help.steampowered.com. Last updated November 10, 2020 Page 6 EBOLA 2 Zombies, Horror, Survival Horror, Story Rich NETRs! NETRs! Solitaire, Casual,
Multiplayer, PvP OMORI Indie, Horror psihologic, Story Rich, Pixel Graphics Ratropolis Strategie, Card Battler, Deckbuilding, Indie Founders' Fortune Colony Sim, Simulare, Strategie, Base Building Fireworks Mania - O acțiune exploziv simulator, Casual, Simulare, Indie Spellbreak Magic, Fantasy, Battle Royale, PvP Lupte în spații
înguste (Prolog) Deckbuilding, Strategie, Beat 'em up, Turn-Based Tactics TheDawn Action, Third-Person Shooter, Time Manipulation, Anime THE GAME OF LIFE 2 Casual , Multiplayer, Familie Friendly, Partidul Joc Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk, Open World, RPG, Futurist Monster Sanctuary RPG, Adventure, Indie, Strategia DRAGON
QUEST® XI S: Ecouri ale unei epoci evazive™ - Definitive Edition JRPG, RPG, Party-Based RPG, Turn-Based Combat Leaf Blower Revolution - Idle Game Casual, Clicker, Idler, 2D Counter-Strike: Global Offensive - Operațiunea Broken Fang Action, Free to Play, FPS, Multiplayer Creeper World 4 Strategie, Indie , RTS, Casual Red
Dead Online Action, Adventure, Multiplayer, Open World Rubber Bandits: Christmas Prologue Party Game, Heist, Comedy, Physics The Life and Suffering of Sir Brante — Chapter 1&amp;2 Choose Your Own Adventure, Interactive Fiction, Diplomacy, Visual Novel *NEW* SCUFFED EPIC BHOP SIMULATOR 2023 (POG CHAMP)
Casual, Action, Simulation, Platformer Football Manager 2021 Sports, Simulation, Management, Single Slashplayer's Keep Action Rogue , RPG, Acțiune, Indie Mars Horizon Management, Educație, Spațiu, Strategie Firefighting Simulator - The Squad Simulare, Multiplayer, Acțiune, Singleplayer Viața noastră: Începuturile &amp; Always
Romance, Visual Novel, Character Customization, LGBTQ+ FUSER™ Casual, Music, Rhythm, Character Customization FUSER™ Casual, Music, Rhythm, Character Customization PAW Patrol Mighty Pups Save Adventure Bay Adventure, Family Friendly, Character Action Game, Exploration Need for Speed™ Hot Pursuit Remaster
Combat Racing , Curse, de conducere, Open World Apex Legends™ gratuit pentru a juca, Battle Royale, First-Person, Shooter Counter-Strike: Global Offensive - Operațiunea Broken Fang de acțiune, gratuit pentru a juca, FPS, Multiplayer Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk, Open World, RPG, Futurist Raft Survival, Open World Survival Craft,
Multiplayer, Co-op Monster Train Card Battler, Turn-Based Tactics, Roguelite, PvP Rust Survival, Crafting, Multiplayer, Open World Phasmophobia VR sprijinit Horror , Online Co-Op, Multiplayer , Psihologic Horror Trailmakers Building, Fizica, Distrugere, Simulare Forts Base Building, Fizica, Constructii, Distrugere a clădirii de bază
satisfăcătoare, Automatizare, Crafting, Open World Among Us Multiplayer, Online Co-Op, Space, Social Deduction Forest VR Sprijinit Open World Survival Craft, Survival, Open World, Horror Sea of Thieves Adventure, Acțiune, Multiplayer, Pirates Stardew Valley Farming Sim, Life Sim, RPG, Pixel Graphics Medieval Dynasty Survival ,
Building, RPG , Medieval Pummel Party Multiplayer, Funny, Online Co-Op, 4 Player Microsoft Flight Simulator VR supported supported Zbor, Open World, Realist Pavlov VR VR Numai Acces timpuriu, VR, Acțiune, Shooter Grand Theft Auto V Open World, Acțiune, Multiplayer, Automobil Sim STAR WARS™: Republica Veche™ - Cartel
Monede masiv multiplayer, MMORPG STAR WARS™: Republica Veche™ - Cartel Monede masiv multiplayer, MMORPG STAR WARS™: Republica Veche™ - Cartel Monede masiv multiplayer, MMORPG STAR WARS™: Republica Veche™ - Cartel Coinsmasively Multiplayer , MMORPG STAR WARS™: The Old Republic™ - Cartel
Monede masiv multiplayer , MMORPG Bloons TD 6 Strategie, Tower Defense, Singleplayer, Multiplayer Age of Empires II: Definitive Edition Strategy, RTS, City Builder, Multiplayer Red Dead Redemption 2 Adventure, Open World, Action, Western Hydroneer Simulation, Mining, Indie, Building Baldur's Gate 3 Early Access, RPG,
Dungeons &amp; Dragons, Choices Matter Guys: Ultimate Knockout Multiplayer, Funny, Battle Royale , Online Co-Op Regate Reborn City Builder, Colony Sim, Base Building , Management Vezi mai multe: Top Sellers sau Global Top Sellers Heroes of the Three Kingdoms 8 Strategy, RPG, Simulation, Action Yaga RPG, Action, Hack and
Slash, Funny Skellboy Refractued Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG Viking Vengeance Action, RPG, Indie, Hack and Slash YUME Strategy, Puzzle, Exploration, Action RPG Ancient Early Abyss Access, Hack and Slash , Roguelike, Acțiune RPG Caută Fata VIII. Mature, Sexual Content, NSFW, Indie Gunslingers &amp; Zombies Early
Access, Strategy, Turn-Based Strategy, Action EVERSPACE™ 2 Space, Looter Shooter, Flight, Space Sim Erzurum Post-apocaliptic, Survival, Open World, Crafting Dyson Sphere Program Space, Automation, Simulation, Open World Ocean's Heart Character Action Game, Action RPG, Pixel Graphics, Action-Adventure Orange Cast:
Sci-Fi Space Action Game Third Person, Space, Action Shooter , Sci-fi ENDER CRINI: Quietus de Cavalerii Metroidvania , Souls-like, Dark Fantasy, Female Protagonist Home Behind 2 Strategy, RPG, Simulation, Adventure Love Fantasy Match 3, Visual Novel, 2D, Cute Redout: Space Assault Simulation, Indie, Action, Space Mad
Games Tycoon 2 Early Access, Economy, Management, Game Development Bloom: Memories JRPG, RPG, Story Rich, Hack and Slash Atelier Ryza 2: Lost Legends &amp; the Secret Fairy JRPG , RPG, Protagonist feminin, Fantezie Snowtopia : Ski Resort Tycoon Simulare, Building, Management, Sandbox ENCODYA Adventure,
Cyberpunk, Sci-fi, Story Rich Substance Painter 2021 Design &amp; Illustration, Animation &amp; Modeling, Game Development Substance Designer 2021 Design &amp; Illustration, Animation &amp; Modeling, Game Development Stronghold: Warlords City Builder, Colony Sim, Real Time Tactics, Base Building ⿁, Latly, Adventure,
RPG, Exploration Killer: Infected One of Us, Multiplayer Space, Social Deduction , 3D ÎMPREUNĂ BnB Early Access , Simulare, Dating Sim, Aventura Contrabandă de poliție Simulare, Automobile Sim, Indie, Acțiune Disjuncție RPG, Indie, Acțiune, Cyberpunk A se vedea mai multe: Viitoare Comunicate rust survival, Crafting, Open World
World VR VR Only Early Access, VR, Action, Shooter THE DOREN Alege Your Own Adventure, Walking Simulator, Point &amp; Click, Idler Witch It Multiplayer, Funny, Casual, Indie Due Process Early Access, FPS, PvP, Competitive Cooking Simulator Simulation, Realistic, Cooking, Singleplayer VEGAS Pro 14 Edit Steam Edition Video
Production, Software, Hentai, Illuminati Rust - Instruments Pack Indie, Massively, Multiplayer Action, Adventure Monster Prom 2 : Monster Camp Indie , Dating Sim, Multiplayer, Comedy Rust - Sunburn Pack de acțiune, RPG, Massively Multiplayer, Indie Youtubers Life Management, Singleplayer, Character Customization, Comedy
Slasher's Keep Action Roguelike, RPG, Acțiune, Indie Partizans 1941 Strategie, World War II, Real Time Tactics, Stealth My Island Survival, Open World Survival Craft, Aventura, Simulare Trine 4: Nightmare Prince Puzzle Platformer, Acțiune-Aventură, Beautiful, Online Co-Op Nișă - un joc de supraviețuire genetica Open World ,
Singleplayer, Strategie, Dumnezeu Joc Roboquest Indie, Acțiune, Roguelite, Co-op Tom Clancy's Divizia™ Open World, Multiplayer, Third-Person Shooter, Looter Shooter SONG OF HORROR COMPLETE EDITION Survival Horror, Adventure, Third Person, Horror Monster Prom Dating Sim, Comedy, Multiplayer, Indie Enter the
Gungeon Bullet Hell, Action Roguelike, Roguelike, Pixel Graphics Cooking Simulator - Pizza Simulare, Casual, Single, Crafting Medieval Kingdom Wars Strategie, City Builder , RTS , Grand Strategy Ken Follett's The Pillars of the Earth Adventure, Indie, Point &amp; Click, Choices Matter Road Redemption Racing, Action, Motorcycle,
Indie CryoFall Early Access, Base Building, Colony Sim, Open World Survival Craft Red Matter VR Only VR, Adventure, Puzzle, Sci-fi Monster Prom: Second Term Simulation, Indie, Dating Sim, LGBTQ+ Trine 3: The Artifacts of Power Puzzle Platformer, 3D Platformer, Adventure , Co-op Sinuciderea lui Rachel Foster Adventure, Indie,
Casual, Walking Simulator Trine Enchanted Edition Puzzle Platformer, Beautiful, Fantasy, Physics Esports Life Tycoon Strategy, Simulation, Management, MOBA Hotline Miami Great Soundtrack, Action, Violent, Indie Daedalic - Gigantic Bundle Adventure, Indie, Point &amp; Click, Singleplayer Trine 2: Complete Story Puzzle Platformer,
Platformer, Adventure, Action Nimbatus - The Space Drone Constructor Space Sim, Building, Physics, Sandbox Nine Pergaments Action RPG , Twin Stick Shooter, Izometric, Magic Lucy Got Probleme de conținut sexual, Nuditate, Hentai, Visual Novel Rise to Ruins Tower Defense, Colony Sim, City Builder, Strategia Iron Danger Indie,
Aventura, Time Manipulation, RPG Pagina 7 Valve respectă confidențialitatea vizitatorilor săi online și a clienților produselor și serviciilor sale și respectă legile aplicabile pentru protecția vieții private, inclusiv, fără limitare , California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) , Regulamentul general al Uniunii Europene privind protecția datelor
(GDPR) și Cadrele scutului de confidențialitate din Elveția și UE. 1. Wherever we talk about The data below, we refer to any information that may identify you as a natural person (Personal Identification Information) or that may be indirectly connected to you by connecting it to personally identifiable information. Valve also processes
anonymous, aggregated or non-aggregated data to analyze and produce statistics related to customer habits, usage patterns, and demographics as a group or individual. Such anonymous data does not allow identification of the customers to whom it relates. Valve may share anonymous, aggregated or non-aggregated data with third
parties. Other capitalized terms in this Privacy Policy will have the meanings defined in the Steam Subscriber Agreement (SSA). 2. Why Valve collects and processes Valve data collects and processes personal data for the following reasons: a) where it is necessary for our agreement with you to provide a full gaming service and provide
associated content and services; b) where necessary to comply with the legal obligations to which we are subject (e.g. our obligations to retain certain information under tax law); c) where necessary for the purposes of the legitimate and legal interests of Valve or a third party (e.g. the interests of our other customers), unless such interests
are replaced by your prevailing legitimate interests and rights; or d) if you have given your consent to it. These reasons for the collection and processing of Personal Data determine and limit the personal data we collect and how we use it (Section 3 below), how long we store it (Section 4 below), who has access to it (section 5. below) and
what rights and other control mechanisms are available to you as a user (Section 6. below). 3. Types and data sources that we collect 3.1 Account basics When you set up an account, Valve will collect your email address and country of residence. You also need to choose a user name and password. Providing this information is required
to register a Steam user account. During account setup, the account is automatically assigned a number (Steam ID) that is later used to refer to your user account without directly exposing your Personal Identification Information about you. We do not require you to provide or use your real name to set up a Steam User Account. 3.2
Transaction and Payment Data To make a transaction on Steam (for example, to purchase Content and Services Subscriptions or to finance your Steam Wallet), you may need to provide payment data to Valve to activate the transaction. If you pay with your credit card, you should provide Valve with typical credit card information (name,
address, credit card number, expiry date and security code) that Valve will process and forward to your chosen payment service provider to activate the transaction and perform anti-fraud checks. Valve will also receive data from the payment service provider for the same reasons. 3.3 Other data you We will collect and process Personal
Data whenever you explicitly provide it to us or send it as part of communicating with others on Steam, for example in Steam community forums, in conversations, or when you provide feedback or other user-generated content. This data includes: Information you post, comment on, or track in any of our Content and Services; Information
sent via chat; The information you provide when you request information or assistance from us or purchase Content and Services from us, including the information necessary for processing your orders to the relevant payment merchant or, in the case of physical goods, to shipping service providers; The information you provide to us
when you participate in competitions, competitions and tournaments or respond to surveys, such as your contact details. 3.4 Your use of Steam Customer and websites We collect a variety of information through your general interaction with Steam's websites, content and services. The personal data we collect may include, but is not
limited to, browser and device information, data collected through automated electronic interactions, and app usage data. We will also follow your process on our websites and apps to check if you are not a bot and to optimize our services. 3.5 Use of Games and Other Subscriptions To provide you with services, we must collect, store and
use various information about your activity in our Content and Services. Content information includes the Steam ID, as well as what is commonly referred to as game statistics. The game statistics include information about your game preferences, game progress, game time, and information about the device you're using, including which
operating system you're using, device settings, device unique identifiers, and crash data. 3.6 Tracking Data and Cookies We use Cookies, which are text files placed on your computer, and similar technologies (e.g. web beacons, pixels, ad labels and device identifiers) to help us analyze how users use our services, as well as to improve
the services we offer, to improve marketing, analytics or website functionality. The use of cookies is standard on the internet. Although most web browsers automatically accept cookies, the decision to accept or not is yours. You can adjust your browser settings to prevent cookies from being received or to provide notifications whenever a
cookie is sent to you. You can refuse to use cookies by selecting browser. The management of the use of cookies for each browser is further detailed on the following help page: . However, please note that if you do this, you may not be able to access the full functionality of our websites. When you visit any of our services, our servers
record your IP address, which is a number that is automatically assigned to the network of which your computer belongs. 3.7 Content Content We may process the information collected in accordance with this Section 3 so that the content, products and services displayed on Steam store pages and in the update messages displayed at the
Steam Customer launch can be adapted to meet your needs. This is done to improve the customer experience. You can prevent data from being processed this way by turning off automatic loading of the Steam store page and Steam notifications in the Interface section of Steam Client settings. Subject to your separate consent or if
applicable email marketing legislation is explicitly permitted, Valve may send marketing messages about Valve's products and services to your email address. In such a case, we may also use the information collected to personalize such marketing messages, as well as to collect information about the opening of such messages and what
links in their text you have followed. You may opt out or withdraw your consent to receive marketing emails at any time either by withdrawing your consent on the same page you previously provided it on or by clicking on the unsubscribe link provided in each marketing email. 3.8 Information necessary to detect violations We collect certain
data that is necessary for the detection, investigation and prevention of fraud, deception and other violations of the SSA and applicable laws (Violations). Such data shall be used only for the purpose of detection, investigation, prevention and, where appropriate, action on the basis of such infringements and shall be stored only for the
minimum period of time required for that purpose. If the data indicate that an infringement has occurred, we will continue to store the data for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims during the applicable statute of limitations or until a legal case related to it has been resolved. Please note that specific data stored for this
purpose may not be disclosed to you if disclosure compromises the mechanism by which we detect, investigate and prevent such violations. 4. As long as we store the data, we will store your information only for as long as necessary to fulfill the purposes for which the information is collected and processed or – if applicable law provides
for a longer storage and retention period – for the storage and storage period required by law. After that, your Personal Data will be deleted, blocked or anonymized in accordance with applicable law. In particular: If you close your Steam User Account, your Personal Data will be marked for deletion, unless prevailing legal requirements or
other legitimate purposes require longer storage. In some cases, personal data can't be completely deleted to ensure consistency of the game experience or Steam community market. For example, matches that you've played that affect the dates and scores of other players' matches won't be deleted; rather, the connection to these
matches will be permanently permanent Please note that Valve must retain certain transactional data in accordance with legal commercial and tax law for up to ten (10) years. If you withdraw your consent on which the processing of your Personal Data or your child's Personal Data is based, we will delete your personal data or your child's
personal data, respectively, without undue delay, to the extent that the collection and processing of your child's Personal Data was based on withdrawn consent. If you exercise your right to object to the processing of your Personal Data, we will review your objection and delete your Personal Data that we have processed for the purpose
you have objected to without undue delay, unless there is another legal basis for the processing and retention of such data or unless applicable law obliges us to retain the data. 5. Anyone who has access to Data Valve does not sell personal data. However, we may share or provide access to each of the categories of Personal Data we
collect as necessary for the following business purposes. 5.1 Valves and its subsidiaries may share your Personal Data with each other and use it to the extent necessary to achieve the purposes listed in Section 2 above. In the event of a reorganization, sale or merger, we may transfer Personal Data to the relevant third party, subject to
applicable laws. 5.2 We may also share your Personal Data with our third-party service providers who provide customer support services in connection with the goods, Content and Services distributed through Steam. Your personal data will be used in accordance with this Privacy Policy and only to the extent necessary for the
performance of customer support services. 5.3 In accordance with Internet standards, we may also share certain information (including ip address and identification of Steam content you want to access) with our third-party network providers that provide content delivery network services and game server services related to Steam. Our
content delivery network providers allow the delivery of digital content that you requested, for example when you use Steam, using a distributed server system that delivers your content, depending on your geographic location. 5.4 Our Google Analytics Website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc.
(Google). Google Analytics uses cookies to help site operators analyze how visitors use The information generated by the cookie regarding visitors' use of the site will generally be transmitted and stored by Google on servers in the United States. On this site, IP anonymization has been enabled. The IP addresses of users visiting Steam
will be shortened. Only in exceptional cases will a full IP address be transferred to a Google server in the United States and shortened there. On behalf of the website operator, Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating the website for its users, to compile reports on the website's activity, and to other services related to
the website's activity and internet use for website operators. Google will not associate the transferred IP address in the context of Google Analytics with other data held by Google. You can refuse to use cookies by selecting the appropriate settings in your browser. However, please note that in this case, you may not be able to use the full
functionality of this website. You can learn more about how Analytics collects and uses data www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners. In addition, you can prevent Google from collecting and processing data about your use of the website by downloading and installing the browser plug-in via the following link: . 5.5 We make certain
Steam User Account data available to other players and our partners through the Steamworks API. This information can be accessed by anyone by querying their Steam ID. At the very least, the public personal name you have chosen to represent you on Steam and the avatar image are accessible in this way, as well as whether you have
received a cheating ban in a multiplayer game. The accessibility of any additional information about you can be controlled through the Steam Community user profile page; Publicly available data on the profile page can be accessed automatically through the Steamworks api. In addition to publicly available information, game developers
and publishers have access to certain information in the Steamworks API directly related to the users of the games they operate. This information shall include at least ownership of the game in question. Depending on the Steamworks services that are implemented in the game, it can also include information about the leaderboard, your
in-game progress, achievements you've completed, your multiplayer matchmaking information, in-game elements and other information needed to operate the game and provide support for it. For more information about the Steamworks services that a particular game has implemented, please refer to the store page. Although we do not
knowingly share personally identifiable information about you through the Steamworks api, it would be your real name or email address, any information you share about yourself. 5.6 The Steam Community includes message boards, forums and/or chat areas, where users can exchange ideas and communicate with each other. When
posting a message on a panel, forum or chat area, please be aware that the information is made available to the public online; therefore, do so at your own risk. If your Personal Data is posted on one of our community forums against your will, please the reporting function and the Steam help site to request their removal. 5.7 Valve may
allow you to connect your Steam User Account to a third-party account. If you agree to link Valve may collect and combine the information you have allowed the valve to receive from a third party with information about the Steam User Account to the extent permitted by your consent. If the connection of accounts requires the transmission
of information about yourself from Valve to a third party, you will be informed about it before the connection takes place and you will be given the opportunity to consent to the connection and transmission of your information. The third party's use of your information will be subject to the third party's privacy policy, which we encourage you
to review. 5.8 Valve may issue Personal Data to comply with court orders or laws and regulations that require us to disclose such information. 6. Your rights and control mechanisms Data protection laws in the European Economic Area, California and other territories grant their residents certain rights in relation to their personal data. While
other jurisdictions may offer fewer legal rights, we provide our customers around the world with tools to exercise these rights. To allow you to exercise your data protection rights in a simple way, we offer a dedicated section on the Steam Support page. This gives you access to your personal data, allows you to rectify and delete it where
necessary and object to its use where you think it is necessary. To access it, sign in to the Steam support page at and choose My Account menu items -&gt; Data related to your Steam account. In most cases, you can access, manage, or delete Personal Data in the Privacy Dashboard, but you can contact Valve with questions or requests
through the contact processes described in sections 8 and 10 below. As a resident of the European Economic Area, you have the following rights with respect to your personal data: 6.1 Right of access. You have the right to access your personal Data that we hold about you, i.e. the right to request (i) information free of charge if your
personal data is retained, (ii) access to and/or iii duplicates of the Personal Data retained. You may use the right to access your personal data through the Privacy Dashboard. If the request affects the rights and freedoms of others or is manifestly unfounded or excessive, we reserve the right to charge a reasonable fee (taking into account
the administrative costs of providing information or communication or taking the requested measures) or refusing take action following the request. 6.2 Right to rectification. If we process your Personal Data, we will endeavour to ensure, by implementing appropriate measures, that your Personal Data is accurate and up-to-date for the
purposes for which it was collected. If your personal data is inaccurate or incomplete, you may change the information you have provided through the Privacy Dashboard. 6.3. Right to erasure. You have the right to obtain the deletion of personal data concerning you if the reason we may collect them (see 2. above) no longer exists or if
there is another legal reason for its removal. For certain Personal Data items, please edit them through the Privacy Dashboard or request deletion via the Steam Support page. You can also request that your Steam user account be deleted via the Steam support page. As a result of deleting the Steam User Account, you will lose access to
Steam services, including the Steam User Account, subscriptions and game-related information related to the Steam User Account, and the ability to access other services for which you use the Steam User Account. We allow you to restore your Steam User Account within a grace period of 30 (thirty) days from the time you request to
delete your Steam User Account. This feature allows you not to lose your account by mistake, because of loss of account credentials or because of hacking. During the suspension period, we will be able to complete financial and other activities that you may have initiated before submitting the request to delete your Steam user account.
After the grace period, the Personal Data associated with your account will be updated. Above. In some cases, deleting the Steam User Account and therefore deleting personal data is complicated. Namely, if your account has a business relationship with Valve, it would be because of your work for a game developer, you will only be able
to delete the Steam User Account after you have transferred this role to another user or dissolved the business relationship. In some cases, given the complexity and number of applications, the period of deletion of personal data may be extended, but not more than two additional months. 6.4 Right to object. Where the processing of your
personal data is based on legitimate interests in accordance with Article 6(1)(f) of the GDPR/Section 2.c) of this Privacy Policy, you have the right to object to such processing. If you object, we will no longer process your Personal Data, unless there are compelling and predominant legitimate reasons for processing, as described in Article
21 of the GDPR; in particular where the data are necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal proceedings. You also have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority. 6.5 Right to restrict the processing of your personal data You have the right to obtain restriction on the processing of your Personal Data
under the conditions set out in Article 18 of the GDPR. 6.6 Right to the portability of personal data You have the right to receive your Personal Data in a structured, commonly used and readable automatically, and you have the right to transmit this data to another controller under the conditions laid down in Article 20 of the GDPR. Valve
makes your personal data available in HTML format structured through the privacy dashboard, as described above. 6.7 Right to post-mortem review of your personal data If French data protection law is applicable to you, applicable, establish guidelines for the retention, deletion and transmission of personal data after your death, in
accordance with Article 40-1 of Law No. 7. Children The minimum age to create a Steam user account is 13 years. Valve will not knowingly collect personal data from children under this age. If certain countries apply a higher age of consent to the collection of personal data, Valve requires parental consent before creating a Steam User
Account and collecting the personal data associated with it. Valve encourages parents to instruct their children not to give personal information when online. 8. Contact Information You can contact Valve's Data Protection Officer at the address below. While reviewing any request sent by email, please note that to combat fraud, harassment
and identity theft, the only way to access, rectify or delete your data is by logging in with the Steam User Account at and selecting menu items -&gt; My Account -&gt; view your account details. Valve Corporation Att. Data Protection Officer P.O. Box 1688 Bellevue, WA 98009 European Data Protection Information Representative: Valve
GmbH Att. Legal Rödingsmarkt 9 D-20459 Hamburg Germany 9. Additional information for users in the European Economic Area, the United Kingdom and Switzerland Although the EU-U. The S Privacy Shield and the Switzerland-U.S. Privacy Shield have been deemed null and legal as a basis for data transfers to the U.S., Valve and TR
Technical Services Inc., its wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary (collectively called Valve) continues to comply with the Privacy Shield Principles with respect to any personal data transferred from the EU, the United Kingdom and Switzerland to the United States under the Privacy Shield. If there is a conflict between the terms of this privacy
policy and the Privacy Shield Principles, the principles will govern. To learn more about the Privacy Shield program and to see our certification, visit . The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over Valve's compliance with the Privacy Shield Principles. In accordance with the Principles, Valve will remain liable if third-party agents
process personal information on our behalf in a manner incompatible with the Principles, unless Valve proves that it is not responsible for the event that caused the damage. Individuals in the EU, UK and Switzerland who have questions or complaints about our compliance with the principles should first contact Valve here. If we do not
address your concern satisfactorily, you contact our third-party U.S. dispute resolution provider (free of charge) at . As explained in the Privacy Shield ( documentation, certain residual claims that are not resolved by other means may be subject to binding arbitration. In this case, an arbitration option will be made for you. 10. Additional
information to users of California CCPA grants California residents certain privacy rights regarding the personal data we collect. We are committed to respecting these rights and to respecting the CCPA. The following explains these rights and practices with valves with regard to them. Right to know. In accordance with THE CCPA you
have the right to request to disclose to you the personal data we collect, use, disclose and sell. Right to request deletion. You also have the right to request the deletion of personal data in our possession, subject to certain exceptions. Please note that your request to delete data may have an impact on the use of Steam in some cases and
we may refuse to delete the information for the reasons set out in this Privacy Policy or in accordance with those permitted by the CCPA. Other rights. CCPA also gives California residents the right to opt out of selling their personal data. After it is described in Section 5, we do not sell Personal Data and have not done so in the last 12
months. You also have the right to receive a notification of our practices at or before collecting your Personal Data. Finally, you have the right not to be discriminated against for exercising your rights under the CCPA. Exercising your rights. The main means of accessing, managing or deleting your personal data is through the Privacy
Dashboard, as described in Section 6 of this Policy. Customers can also delete their Steam Account and Associated Personal Data, as described in section 6.3 of this Privacy Policy. If you cannot access or delete data through the Privacy Dashboard, you can also contact us with a request to exercise these rights using the form found at .
To verify your identity, you'll need to sign in with your Steam User Account to use the form. Finally, you can contact us with a request to questions@valvesoftware.com, however, before providing access to or delete any, Personal Data, based on a request received by email, we will need to verify your identity using the Proof of Property
process described in . You may designate, in writing or through a power of attorney, an agent authorized to make requests on your behalf to exercise your rights under the CCPA. Before accepting such a request from an agent, we will require the agent to provide proof that you have authorised him to act in and we may need you to verify
your identity directly with us. Categories, sources, purposes, and recipients of the data we collect. In the last 12 months, we have collected the categories of Personal Data described in Section 3 of this Privacy Policy. The sources from which we collect personal data and the purposes for which we collect and process it are described in
sections 2 and 3. In the last 12 months, we have disclosed for commercial purposes each of the categories of personal data categories of third parties described in Section 5. Review Date: January 8, 2021 Page 8 Valve respects the privacy of visitors and their online customers of its products and services and complies with applicable
privacy laws, including, without limitation, the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Swiss and EU privacy shield frameworks. 1. Definitions Wherever we talk about The Personal Data below, we refer to any information that may identify you as a natural person
(Personal Identification Information) or that may be indirectly connected to you by connecting it to personally identifiable information. Valve also processes anonymous, aggregated or non-aggregated data to analyze and produce statistics related to customer habits, usage patterns, and demographics as a group or individual. Such
anonymous data does not allow identification of the customers to whom it relates. Valve may share anonymous, aggregated or non-aggregated data with third parties. Other capitalized terms in this Privacy Policy will have the meanings defined in the Steam Subscriber Agreement (SSA). 2. Why Valve collects and processes Valve data
collects and processes personal data for the following reasons: a) where it is necessary for our agreement with you to provide a full gaming service and provide associated content and services; b) where necessary to comply with the legal obligations to which we are subject (e.g. our obligations to retain certain information under tax law);
c) where necessary for the purposes of the legitimate and legal interests of Valve or a third party (e.g. the interests of our other customers), unless such interests are replaced by your prevailing legitimate interests and rights; or d) if you have given your consent to it. These reasons for the collection and processing of Personal Data
determine and limit the personal data we collect and how we use it (Section 3 below), how long we store it (Section 4 below), who has access to it (section 5. below) and what rights and other control mechanisms are available to you as a user (Section 6. below). 3. Types and data sources that we collect 3.1 Account basics When you set
up an account, Valve will collect your email address and country of residence. You also need to choose a user name and password. Providing this information is required to register a Steam user account. During account setup, the account is automatically assigned a number (Steam ID) that is later used to refer to your account without
directly exposing personally identifiable information about you. We do not require you to provide or use your real name to set up a Steam User Account. 3.2 Transaction and Payment Data To make a transaction on Steam (for example, to purchase Content and Service Subscriptions or to finance your Steam Wallet), Steam), may need to
provide payment data to Valve to activate the transaction. If you pay by credit card, you must provide Valve with typical credit card information (name, address, credit card number, expiry date and security code), which Valve will process and transmit to your chosen payment service provider to activate the transaction and perform anti-
fraud checks. Valve will also receive data from the payment service provider for the same reasons. 3.3 Other data that you explicitly submit, we will collect and process your personal data whenever you explicitly provide it to us or send it as part of communicating with others on Steam, for example in Steam community forums, in
conversations, or when you provide feedback or other user-generated content. This data includes: Information you post, comment on, or track in any of our Content and Services; Information sent via chat; The information you provide when you request information or assistance from us or purchase Content and Services from us, including
the information necessary for processing your orders to the relevant payment merchant or, in the case of physical goods, to shipping service providers; The information you provide to us when you participate in competitions, competitions and tournaments or respond to surveys, such as your contact details. 3.4 Your use of Steam
Customer and websites We collect a variety of information through your general interaction with Steam's websites, content and services. The personal data we collect may include, but is not limited to, browser and device information, data collected through automated electronic interactions, and app usage data. We will also follow your
process on our websites and apps to check if you are not a bot and to optimize our services. 3.5 Use of Games and Other Subscriptions To provide you with services, we must collect, store and use various information about your activity in our Content and Services. Content information includes the Steam ID, as well as what is commonly
referred to as game statistics. The game statistics include information about your game preferences, game progress, game time, and information about the device you're using, including which operating system you're using, device settings, device unique identifiers, and crash data. 3.6 Tracking data and cookies We use Cookies, which
are text files placed on your computer, and similar technologies (e.g. web beacons, pixels, ad labels, and device identifiers) help us analyze how users use our services, as well as improve the services we offer, to improve marketing, analytics or website functionality. The use of cookies is standard on the internet. Although most web
browsers automatically accept cookies, the decision to accept or not is yours. You can adjust your browser settings to prevent cookies from being received or to provide notifications whenever a cookie is sent to you. You may refuse the use of cookies by settings in your browser. The management of the use of cookies for each browser is
further detailed on the following help page: . However, please note that if you do this, you may not be able to access the full functionality of our websites. When you visit any of our services, our servers record your IP address, which is a number that is automatically assigned to the network of which your computer belongs. 3.7 Content
Recommendations We may process the information collected in accordance with this Section 3 so that the content, products and services displayed on the Steam store pages and in the update messages displayed at the Steam Customer's launch can be adapted to meet your needs and populated with relevant recommendations and
offers. This is done to improve the customer experience. You can prevent data from being processed this way by turning off automatic loading of the Steam store page and Steam notifications in the Interface section of Steam Client settings. Subject to your separate consent or if applicable email marketing legislation is explicitly permitted,
Valve may send marketing messages about Valve's products and services to your email address. In such a case, we may also use the information collected to personalize such marketing messages, as well as to collect information about the opening of such messages and what links in their text you have followed. You may opt out or
withdraw your consent to receive marketing emails at any time either by withdrawing your consent on the same page you previously provided it on or by clicking on the unsubscribe link provided in each marketing email. 3.8 Information necessary to detect violations We collect certain data that is necessary for the detection, investigation
and prevention of fraud, deception and other violations of the SSA and applicable laws (Violations). Such data shall be used only for the purpose of detection, investigation, prevention and, where appropriate, action on the basis of such infringements and shall be stored only for the minimum period of time required for that purpose. If the
data indicate that an infringement has occurred, we will continue to store the data for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims during the applicable statute of limitations or until a legal case related to it has been resolved. Please note that specific data stored for this purpose may not be disclosed to you if disclosure
compromises the mechanism by which we detect, investigate and prevent such violations. 4. As long as we store the data, we will only store your information for as long as it is to fulfil the purposes for which the information is collected and processed or – where applicable law provides for a longer storage and storage period – for the
storage and storage period required by law. After that, your Personal Data will be deleted, blocked or anonymized in accordance with applicable law. In particular: If Your Steam user account, your Personal Data will be marked for deletion, unless the prevailing legal requirements or other legitimate purposes require longer storage. In some
cases, personal data cannot be completely deleted to ensure consistency of the game experience or steam community market. For example, matches that you've played that affect the dates and scores of other players' matches won't be deleted; rather, the connection to these matches will be permanently anonymized. Please note that
Valve must retain certain transactional data in accordance with legal commercial and tax law for up to ten (10) years. If you withdraw your consent on which the processing of your Personal Data or your child's Personal Data is based, we will delete your personal data or your child's personal data, respectively, without undue delay, to the
extent that the collection and processing of your child's Personal Data was based on withdrawn consent. If you exercise your right to object to the processing of your Personal Data, we will review your objection and delete your Personal Data that we have processed for the purpose you have objected to without undue delay, unless there is
another legal basis for the processing and retention of such data or unless applicable law obliges us to retain the data. 5. Anyone who has access to Data Valve does not sell personal data. However, we may share or provide access to each of the categories of Personal Data we collect as necessary for the following business purposes.
5.1 Valves and its subsidiaries may share your Personal Data with each other and use it to the extent necessary to achieve the purposes listed in Section 2 above. In the event of a reorganization, sale or merger, we may transfer Personal Data to the relevant third party, subject to applicable laws. 5.2 We may also share your Personal
Data with our third-party service providers who provide customer support services in connection with the goods, Content and Services distributed through Steam. Your personal data will be used in accordance with this Privacy Policy and only to the extent necessary for the performance of customer support services. 5.3 In accordance with
internet standards, we may also share certain information (including the IP address and identification of Steam content you wish to access) with our third-party network providers providing content delivery network services and server services about Steam. Our content delivery network providers allow the delivery of digital content that you
requested, for example when you use Steam, using a distributed server system that delivers your content, depending on your geographic location. 5.4 Our Google Analytics Website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. (Google). Google Analytics uses cookies to help site operators analyze how visitors
use the site. The information generated by the cookie about visitors' use of will generally be transmitted and stored by Google on servers in the United States. On this site, IP anonymization has been enabled. The IP addresses of users visiting Steam will be shortened. Only in exceptional cases will a full IP address be transferred to a
Google server in the United States and shortened there. On behalf of the website operator, Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating the website for its users, to compile reports on website activity, and to provide other services related to website activity and internet use for website operators. Google will not associate
the transferred IP address in the context of Google Analytics with other data held by Google. You can refuse to use cookies by selecting the appropriate settings in your browser. However, please note that in this case, you may not be able to use the full functionality of this website. You can learn more about how Analytics collects and uses
data www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners. In addition, you can prevent Google from collecting and processing data about your use of the website by downloading and installing the browser plug-in via the following link: . 5.5 We make certain Steam User Account data available to other players and our partners through the
Steamworks API. This information can be accessed by anyone by querying their Steam ID. At the very least, the public personal name you have chosen to represent you on Steam and the avatar image are accessible in this way, as well as whether you have received a cheating ban in a multiplayer game. The accessibility of any additional
information about you can be controlled through the Steam Community user profile page; Publicly available data on the profile page can be accessed automatically through the Steamworks api. In addition to publicly available information, game developers and publishers have access to certain information in the Steamworks API directly
related to the users of the games they operate. This information shall include at least ownership of the game in question. Depending on the Steamworks services that are implemented in the game, it can also include information about the leaderboard, your in-game progress, achievements you've completed, your multiplayer matchmaking
information, in-game elements and other information needed to operate the game and provide support for it. For more information about the Steamworks services that a particular game has implemented, please refer to the store page. Although we do not knowingly share personally identifiable information about you through the
Steamworks api, it would be your real name or email address, any you share about yourself. 5.6 The Steam Community includes message boards, forums and/or chat areas, where exchange ideas and communicate with each other. When posting a message on a panel, forum or chat area, please be aware that the information is made
available to the public online; therefore, do so at your own risk. If your Personal Data is posted on one of our community forums against your will, please use the reporting feature and the Steam Help site to request their removal. 5.7 Valve may allow you to connect your Steam User Account to a third-party account. If you agree to connect
your accounts, Valve may collect and combine the information valve has allowed you to receive from a third party with information about the Steam User Account to the extent permitted by your consent. If the connection of accounts requires the transmission of information about yourself from Valve to a third party, you will be informed
about it before the connection takes place and you will be given the opportunity to consent to the connection and transmission of your information. The third party's use of your information will be subject to the third party's privacy policy, which we encourage you to review. 5.8 Valve may issue Personal Data to comply with court orders or
laws and regulations that require us to disclose such information. 6. Your rights and control mechanisms Data protection laws in the European Economic Area, California and other territories grant their residents certain rights in relation to their personal data. While other jurisdictions may offer fewer legal rights, we provide our customers



around the world with tools to exercise these rights. To allow you to exercise your data protection rights in a simple way, we offer a dedicated section on the Steam Support page. This gives you access to your personal data, allows you to rectify and delete it where necessary and object to its use where you think it is necessary. To access
it, sign in to the Steam support page at and choose My Account menu items -&gt; Data related to your Steam account. In most cases, you can access, manage, or delete Personal Data in the Privacy Dashboard, but you can contact Valve with questions or requests through the contact processes described in sections 8 and 10 below. As a
resident of the European Economic Area, you have the following rights with respect to your personal data: 6.1 Right of access. You have the right to access your Personal Data that we hold about i.e. the right to request free (i) information if your personal data is retained, (ii) access to and/or (iii) duplicates of the personal data retained.
You may use the right to access your personal data through the Privacy Dashboard. If the claim affects the rights and freedoms of others or is manifestly unfounded or excessive, we reserve the right to charge a reasonable fee (taking into account the administrative costs of providing information or communication or taking the measure or
refuse to give a document according to the request. 6.2 Right to rectification. If we process your Personal Data, we will endeavour to ensure, by implementing appropriate measures, that your Personal Data is accurate and up-to-date for the purposes for which it was collected. If your personal data is inaccurate or incomplete, you may
change the information you have provided through the Privacy Dashboard. 6.3. Right to erasure. You have the right to obtain the deletion of personal data concerning you if the reason we may collect them (see Section 2. above) no longer exists or if there is another legal reason for deleting them. For certain Personal Data items, please
edit them through the Privacy Dashboard or request deletion via the Steam Support page. You can also request that your Steam user account be deleted via the Steam support page. As a result of deleting the Steam User Account, you will lose access to Steam services, including the Steam User Account, subscriptions and game-related
information related to the Steam User Account, and the ability to access other services for which you use the Steam User Account. We allow you to restore your Steam User Account within a grace period of 30 (thirty) days from the time you request to delete your Steam User Account. This feature allows you not to lose your account by
mistake, because of loss of account credentials or because of hacking. During the suspension period, we will be able to complete financial and other activities that you may have initiated before submitting the request to delete your Steam user account. After the grace period, the Personal Data associated with your account will be updated.
Above. In some cases, deleting the Steam User Account and therefore deleting personal data is complicated. Namely, if your account has a business relationship with Valve, it would be because of your work for a game developer, you will only be able to delete the Steam User Account after you have transferred this role to another user or
dissolved the business relationship. In some cases, given the complexity and number of applications, the period of deletion of personal data may be extended, but not more than two additional months. 6.4 Right to object. Where the processing of your personal data is based on legitimate interests in accordance with Article 6(1)(f) of the
GDPR/Section 2.c) of this Privacy Policy, you have the right to object to such processing. If you object, we will no longer process your Personal Data unless there are compelling and predominant legitimate reasons for processing, as described in Article 21 of the GDPR; in particular where the data are necessary for the establishment,
exercise or defence of legal proceedings. You also have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority. 6.5 Right to restrict the processing of your personal data You have the right to obtain the restriction of the processing of your personal data under the conditions laid down in Article 18 of the 6.6 Right to portability of personal
data You have the right to receive your Personal Data in a structured, commonly used and readable format and you have the right to transmit this data to another controller under the conditions set out in Article 20 of the GDPR. Valve makes your personal data available in HTML format structured through the privacy dashboard, as
described above. 6.7 Right to post-mortem control of your personal data If French data protection law is applicable to you, you have the right to set guidelines for the preservation, deletion and transmission of personal data after your death, in accordance with Article 40-1 of Law No. 7. Children The minimum age to create a Steam user
account is 13 years. Valve will not knowingly collect personal data from children under this age. If certain countries apply a higher age of consent to the collection of personal data, Valve requires parental consent before creating a Steam User Account and collecting the personal data associated with it. Valve encourages parents to instruct
their children not to give personal information when online. 8. Contact Information You can contact Valve's Data Protection Officer at the address below. While reviewing any request sent by email, please note that to combat fraud, harassment and identity theft, the only way to access, rectify or delete your data is by logging in with the
Steam User Account at and selecting menu items -&gt; My Account -&gt; view your account details. Valve Corporation Att. Data Protection Officer P.O. Box 1688 Bellevue, WA 98009 European Data Protection Information Representative: Valve GmbH Att. Legal Rödingsmarkt 9 D-20459 Hamburg Germany 9. Additional information for
users in the European Economic Area, the United Kingdom and Switzerland Although the EU-U. The S Privacy Shield and the Switzerland-U.S. Privacy Shield have been deemed null and legal as a basis for data transfers to the U.S., Valve and TR Technical Services Inc., its wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary (collectively called Valve)
continues to comply with the Privacy Shield Principles with respect to any personal data transferred from the EU, the United Kingdom and Switzerland to the United States under the Privacy Shield. If there is a conflict between the terms of this privacy policy and the Privacy Shield Principles, the principles will govern. To learn more about
the Privacy Shield program and to see our certification, visit . The Federal Commission for has jurisdiction over Valve's compliance with the Privacy Shield Principles. In accordance with the Principles, Valve will remain liable if third-party agents process personal information on our behalf in a manner incompatible with the Principles, unless
Valve proves that it is not responsible for the event that caused the damage. Individuals in the EU, the United Kingdom and Switzerland who have questions or complaints Our compliance with the principles should first contact Valve here. If we do not address your concern satisfactorily, please contact our third-party dispute resolution
provider in the UsA (free of charge) at . As explained in the Privacy Shield ( documentation, certain residual claims that are not resolved by other means may be subject to binding arbitration. In this case, an arbitration option will be made available to you. 10. Additional information to users of California CCPA grants California residents
certain privacy rights regarding the personal data we collect. We are committed to respecting these rights and to respecting the CCPA. The following explains these rights and practices with valves with regard to them. Right to know. In accordance with THE CCPA you have the right to request to disclose to you the personal data we
collect, use, disclose and sell. Right to request deletion. You also have the right to request the deletion of personal data in our possession, subject to certain exceptions. Please note that your request to delete data may have an impact on the use of Steam in some cases and we may refuse to delete the information for the reasons set out
in this Privacy Policy or in accordance with those permitted by the CCPA. Other rights. CCPA also gives California residents the right to opt out of selling their personal data. After it is described in Section 5, we do not sell Personal Data and have not done so in the last 12 months. You also have the right to receive a notification of our
practices at or before collecting your Personal Data. Finally, you have the right not to be discriminated against for exercising your rights under the CCPA. Exercising your rights. The main means of accessing, managing or deleting your personal data is through the Privacy Dashboard, as described in Section 6 of this Policy. Customers can
also delete their Steam Account and Associated Personal Data, as described in section 6.3 of this Privacy Policy. If you cannot access or delete data through the Privacy Dashboard, you can also contact us with a request to exercise these rights using the form found at . To verify your identity, you'll need to sign in with your Steam User
Account to use the form. Finally, you can contact us with a request to questions@valvesoftware.com, these, before providing access to or delete any, Personal Data, based on an email request, we will need to verify your identity using the Proof of Property process described in . You may designate, in writing or through a power of attorney,
an agent authorized to make requests on your behalf to exercise your rights under the CCPA. Before accepting such a request from an agent, we will require the agent to provide proof that you have authorised him to act and we may need you to verify your identity directly with us. Categories, sources, purposes, and recipients of the data
we collect. In the last 12 months, we have collected the categories of Personal Data described in Section 3 of this Privacy Policy. The sources from which we collect personal data and the purposes for which we collect and process it are described in sections 2 and 3. In the last 12 months, we have disclosed for commercial purposes each
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